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Opinion

It is of my pleasure and interest to write a view and sight about the journal. The Field of Pathology is exciting to me and to the pathologists in general. The scope of the journal is wide and includes many collateral branches of interest. I would like to point out that the Journal is enthusiastic in the field of medical researchers. The editorial board establishes accountability, responsibility, and credit for scientific information reported in biomedical publications, with such criteria they help many growing and promising researchers to get their goals and promote their scientific data. With the help of publications in the era of medical fields the human beings got many benefits through advances in the different strategies of remedies and technology of pharmacotheraputics, we hope in the near future patients got rid many healthy problems threaten their life and we hope many people’s got advances in their health attitudes. Moreover with the help of publication in your journal and the support you pay to many researches the scientific and research works will be in a more growth and more success that push the hands to overcome many environmental, occupational and industrial problems. In other area of researches which include diseases of animals and poultry, your publications also help to give spot of light on the diseases of zoonotic problems and diseases which may hinder the productivity and reproductively in addition to providing a theater for the newly discovered researches related to problems which can only be looked out firstly in animal models before establishment in human, as cardio-pulmonary transplantations, clones, many genetic problems, stem cells, nano technology and others. Hopefully with the huge technology adventure, problems of Cancer, Infertility, Aids, Auto-immune diseases and others can be solved and no more fear, pain or even nightmares for many of the human beings.
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